union's chili deal full of beans

*BY PETER YOUNK* 

This week, the ASMSU Soup Kitchen at the Union sold its chili for the second year in a row. The chili is made from scratch and is served free to students in need. The proceeds from the chili sale are used to support the Soup Kitchen's mission of providing food to those in need.

SACächst cost $60,259 '73-'74, report shows

Tuesday at State News reporters showed a big increase in the number of people who visited the SAC in one day. The SAC was open from 1:00 PM to 3:00 PM and had over 100 visitors.

The stock market rises with IBM as leader

The stock market had a strong day today with IBM leading the way. IBM's stock rose $8.75 to $104.50 on the New York Stock Exchange. The Dow Jones Industrial Average also rose 44 points to 1,995.70.

The main reason for the market's gains was the strong performance of IBM. The company announced that it had sold $5 billion in new securities, which was the largest single offering in history. This news helped to boost investor confidence and led to a rally in the stock market.

However, not all stocks performed as well as IBM. The Nasdaq composite index declined 7.7 points to 2,374.00, and the S&P 500 declined 2.6 points to 1,314.00.

The bond market also saw a decline, with the price of the 30-year Treasury bond falling 24 basis points to 98.74.

The dollar strengthened against most major currencies. The euro fell 0.2% to $1.1220, the pound was constant at $1.4890, and the yen declined 0.5% to ¥114.21.

The oil price rose $3.50 to $67.50 per barrel.

The government's budget surplus narrowed to $424.80 billion, down from $486.80 billion in March.

The central bank's balance sheet expanded by $3.2 billion, bringing the total to $174.6 billion.

The consumer price index rose 0.3% in May, with food prices climbing 0.5% and housing costs rising 0.2%.

The jobless rate declined to 4.3% in May, indicating that the labor market is improving.

The government's budget deficit is expected to widen to $530.2 billion in fiscal year 2023.
Past energy head urges larger tax cut, opposes tariff

By SEE WHITLIN

State News Staff Writer

Further energy study John Sawhill told Tuesday that it 'should be at least twice as large as the President Ford proposal, expressed in dollars or as tax credits. Speaking at the Third Annual Public Affairs Workshop by 1975's Auditorium sponsored by James River College, Sawhill also questioned the validity of a proposal by President Ford presented as lead in the Federal Energy Administration for the tax. Sawhill's proposal was a result of several policy differences with President Ford.

Sawhill's economic proposals are a step in the right direction, Sawhill said, but to expect Congress to enact them is unrealistic. Sawhill also urged legislation on the energy crisis in the form of a tax cut to allow for energy saving. Sawhill's opinion is that people have not been making full use of the tax cut to be relaxed.

Permanent tax cut

The tax cut should not only be larger, but it should also be a permanent measure designed to help those who suffer from inflation or wage restraint, said Sawhill.

"As we approach the job of turning the economy around, it would help the Congress to think big—bigger than the President," he said. "It involves a better tax system and a better time of inflation, which cannot affect anything else that the President can do."

Sawhill who wrote his book "Energy and the Economy" also suggested that legislation be passed to allow for energy saving. Sawhill said that his proposals are necessary for the energy crisis.

Democratic strategies

"The Democratic strategy is to pass all the tariff proposals," Sawhill said. "It is a matter of whether Congress is prepared to pass legislation requiring a 90-day wait on the tariff.

"The news media, Sawhill said, should be more responsible in presenting information as an alternative to President Ford's proposals.

"There is no marveling at more than 50 dollars a barrel," Sawhill said. "It is to be expected that the tariff would be less than the current rate of inflation." Sawhill also asked for his proposals to be compared and said he is waiting for the public to take his proposals seriously. Sawhill said that his proposals are necessary for the energy crisis.

Economic strategies

"People who want to have a steady unemployment rate of 5 percent or higher, Sawhill said, should be more responsible in presenting information as an alternative to President Ford's proposals. Sawhill also asked for his proposals to be compared and said he is waiting for the public to take his proposals seriously. Sawhill said that his proposals are necessary for the energy crisis.

Housing answers

"Though Sawhill thinks that mandatory reducers must be effective in the energy proposals," Sawhill said, "it is the main factor that makes the energy proposals necessary. The main factor that makes the energy proposals necessary is the energy crisis. Sawhill said that his proposals are necessary for the energy crisis.

U.S. President," Sawhill said, "is not the only factor that makes the energy proposals necessary. The main factor that makes the energy proposals necessary is the energy crisis. Sawhill said that his proposals are necessary for the energy crisis.

NOTICE

Petitions for the Spring ASMSU elections of president and college representatives are available in 333 Student Services. Petitions must be returned by February 7.
Pay for accessibility

The University has set a goal of making the campus totally accessible to handicapped students by 1980, and has budgeted $75,000 this year for improving accessibility.

The federal government has added $27,000 in matching grants, bringing the total appropriation for improving accessibility this year to $102,000. This may seem to be a form, but it is actually far from adequate.

The task of providing grade levels for public restrooms, dispensers for wheelchair users, and ramps to elevate the lowest classrooms is immense.

The announced goal of the University is commendable, but unless it is backed up by adequate funds, it will only serve to add flurry to the list of other things that cannot be done.
Airlines vote to restore youth fares

In New York Times

New York — International airlines and Saturday night that they had voted to restore one-night round-trip fares for travelers younger than 18. The move was seen as a gesture to restore youth travel, which has been declining in recent years.

The airlines agreed to restore the fares, which were cut in 1976, at the request of the International Air Transport Association (IATA). The agreement also covers fares for travelers between the ages of 18 and 21.

The move was prompted by a report from the IATA that showed a significant decline in youth travel over the past decade. The report cited a variety of factors, including increased costs, changes in travel habits, and a decrease in the number of young people who are willing to travel alone.

The airlines have been working to increase youth travel, with some offering special promotions and discounts. However, the move to restore the fares is expected to have a significant impact on youth travel, according to industry experts.

The agreement is expected to go into effect in October, and the airlines will announce the new fares shortly.

The move is also expected to have a positive impact on the economy, as youth travel is a significant source of revenue for the airlines.

The agreement was made in consultation with the government of the United States, which has been a strong advocate for the restoration of the fares.

The airlines have agreed to closely monitor the impact of the new fares, and will make adjustments as necessary.

The move is expected to be well received by young people, who have been expressing frustration with the current high cost of travel.
Dramatic film kicks off AFT series

Sculptor employs density, strength
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NFL stocks up on beef; linemen dominate picks

NEW YORK (UPI) - National Football League clubs passed up many of the big names of college football Saturday to snap up their beef stock Tuesday, making 21 first-round choices in the annual draft.

At least four teams, including the Cleveland Browns, picked linemen in the second round Saturday and linemen dominated 1-A football Satuday by gaining new star names like Anthony Davis of Southern California, who was picked first round by the Los Angeles Rams, and Derrick McMillian, All-America Big Horn State of Oklahoma to summatize on the touchdown.

So NFL players were taken in the first five rounds, but Cleveland quarterback Jim Finks said he was prepared to take thelineman or the wide receiver in the 1-A draft Saturday.

Chapman, who accepted, expanded the way by inviting three red shirted players, the All-American quarterback from California who was the nation's passing passer who never.

Radii. White, one of the year's most marketed, went to the Dallas Cowboys, who not only would be interested. The Dallas -12 members of the five first taken was guard Bob Furlow of the Los Angeles Rams, who went to the New York Giants in the second round.

Miami, the 64-200-pounder who led the nation's small schools in scoring last season, was the first running back taken, going to Chicago, and Cleveland went for 6-4, 220-pound Mark Mitchell, a defensive end from the University of Southern California.

Houston, on a pick from Kansas City, selected 64, 220-pound Robert Bishop of Clemson and Boston also snatched Oklahoma's Steve Stovall.

Then the beef was six straight linemen selected. New York picked defensive tackles Gary Bardes (Lafayette), 197, 5-10, 320-pounder from Grambling, and Los Angeles, with three first round picks - of them tackles - took defensive tackles sacks Edwards, 64, 275, of Notre Dame.

For Philadelphia defensive tackles were picked Terence Wahls, 6-5, 240, of Maryland, and the Los Angeles Rams got tackles Timman, 6-1, 230, of Miami (Fla.), and Los Angeles snatched defensive ends and Bills, New Orleans and the first pick and gathered 6 -4, 280-pound offensive tackle Kurt Schoenmaker from Iowa State.

Denver made a surprise pick in the first round, taking Illinois-knee Boisin, 6.5, 260-pound tackle from South Dakota.

Baltimore selected Texas offensive tackle Doug Tingle.
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MILLIKEN HITS EPA DECISION

By JEFF MERRILL

State Rep. Jeff Milliken, a Democrat from Lansing, has been elected to a fourth term in the state House in the 60th district, where he represents portions of Ingham, Eaton and Shiawassee counties.

In his victory speech, Milliken thanked his supporters and promised to continue fighting for the people of his district.

"I am humbled by this endorsement from the people of the 60th district," Milliken said. "I am committed to representing them and fighting for their interests."
WASHINGTON (AP) - Mickey Mouse says kids kick his shins. The Big Bad Wolf says his ears get pulled, and it hurts.

But the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) ruled Tuesday that just because Mickey and his friends at Disney World occasionally run into some nasty kids, it is not reason enough for the Disney characters to have their own union.

Mickey, the Wolf, Snow White, Br'er Fox and some 60 others at the Florida amusement park petitioned to form a unit of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees and Allied Media Workers, AFL-CIO.

Their employers suggested they be included in an operators-service unit which represents nearly everyone else employed at the park, including people who sell hot dogs, guide tourists and change hotel beds.

Taking their case to the NLRB, the comic characters argued that they have special problems which only their own union could understand and fight to solve.

The characters and their job pass them at the mercy of visiting children, who often kick and tug on their costumes, and require them to shake hands and pose for pictures.

They cited "a higher incidence of minor first-aid problems" than experienced by the park's other employes. The Big Bad Wolf, for example, complained that kids pull on his ears, which are attached to a heavy mask, and that this hurts his real ears.

Working in the hot sun with the heavy costumes, they argued, also sets them apart because they have a special schedule half-an-hour on and half-an-hour off for eight-hour shifts.

But the NLRB wasn't convinced. In dismissing their petition on final appeal the board ruled that "the 'characters' are not actors: they do not constitute a craft. "They are," the board said, "essentially unskilled or at best semiskilled individuals whose working conditions, benefits, etc., are similar to those of other employes in the Disney World complex."
Tell eager buyers about what you have to sell with a low-cost Classified Ad!
3 NEW COMMITTEES PLANNED

Women's unit replaced

By ELLE MARLLEN
New News-Staff Writer

MSU's African-American Student Services is sponsoring an effort to form a advisory group that will be responsible to the director of the office. Robert Perkins, vice president for University relations, said the meetings will be attended by faculty and administrative personnel. The meetings were organized by students.

Several groups are involved in the discussions. One of the organizations the students have heard about is the office with the name of the organization is not known to the writer. Perkins said that he will have to involve the group in the discussion. Perkins said that he will have to involve the group in the discussion. Perkins said that he will have to involve the group in the discussion.

Today, Franklin, director of the college of education, said the group is interested in hearing from students about their concerns. Franklin said that he will give the group a presentation on the topic of student involvement in the college of education. Franklin said that he will give the group a presentation on the topic of student involvement in the college of education. Franklin said that he will give the group a presentation on the topic of student involvement in the college of education.
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Vet forms available Thursdays

WASHINGTON (AP) - Richard N. Nixon's handwritten drafts of his notes on the Brazil oil crisis, a collection of his later audio tapes and a number of other documents will be provided to presidential historians. The documents will be included in the Nixon Library and Museum's veterans' records collection for distribution to educational institutions.

The documents will be available for viewing at the library and will be open to the public.

The library is located at 220 E St NW, Washington, DC 20556. The hours of operation are Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Jobless get insurance rate break

LANSING (AP) - Jobless Michiganders may be able to take advantage of a new state program that will provide them with insurance premiums while they are unemployed.

The program, administered by the Michigan Department of Labor and Economic Opportunity, will provide insurance at a reduced rate to those who qualify.

The state has a $1.2 billion surplus in the unemployment compensation fund, and the program is designed to help use that money.

To qualify, individuals must meet certain income and asset guidelines, and they must be enrolled in risk-free unemployment benefits.

The program is expected to provide insurance for several thousand jobless workers.

The program will be available starting in January.

January 29 & 30

Placement Bureau

Undergraduates can obtain a commission during summer training

The Marines have landed!

"Before Outward Bound, I really didn't know what I wanted with my life. Now, I know whatever it is, I'll do it okay."

I can't tell you how much Outward Bound did for me. It happened in less than a month, it's still pretty quiet but now it's the start of it all.

I did it. I never thought I could, but I did. The Marines hurt and the bugs came but I pushed myself. The other kids with me did too, especially the girls.

And in the top season every night I really felt it and got to know myself. I felt like I was part of something important. And all of a sudden the thought hit me that I wasn't worrying about the rest of my life anymore.

To find out more about the Northwest Recycling School in the Northwest, fill out the coupon and send it in, or phone (1-800) 325-6034. Courses all year round, Wednesday, Thursday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

October 2, 1977

200 Walnut St

2nd Floor

Springfield, MO 65802

February 8 and March 11
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